Abstract. The power graph of a group G is the graph whose vertex set is G and two distinct vertices are adjacent if one is a power of the other. In this paper, the minimum degree of power graphs of certain classes of cyclic groups, abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups are obtained. It is ascertained that the edge-connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs are equal, and consequently the minimum disconnecting sets of power graphs of the aforementioned groups are determined. Then the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of finite groups is investigated and in this connection, certain necessary conditions are produced. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of finite cyclic groups is obtained. Moreover, the equality is examined for the power graphs of abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups.
Since its introduction, power graphs has been a topic of interest for many researchers. Studies in the literature are not only to understand properties of power graphs of (semi)groups, but also to characterize (semi)groups through their power graphs. Cameron and Ghosh [4] proved that two finite abelian groups with isomorphic power graphs are isomorphic. Cameron [3] showed that given two finite groups, if their power graphs are isomorphic, then their directed power graphs are also isomorphic. It was shown by Curtin and Pourgholi [10, 11] that among all finite groups of a given order, the cyclic group of that order has the maximum number of edges and has the largest clique in its power graph. In [20] , Moghaddamfar et al. supplied necessary and sufficient conditions for a proper power graph a group G -the graph obtained by removing identity element from power graph of G -to be a strongly regular graph, a bipartite graph or a planar graph. In [1, 12] , the authors studied the components of proper power graphs. Many other researchers have investigated different aspects of powers graphs, e.g. [14, 19, 23] .
The vertex connectivity (or simply connectivity) of power graphs has been explored by various authors. In [8, 9] , Chattopadhyay and Panigrahi found the connectivity for power graphs of certain groups and gave upper bounds of connectivity κpGpZ nfor n with two prime factors or product of three primes, where Z n is the additive group of integers modulo n. Recently, Panda and Krishna [21] improved those results by supplying upper bounds of κpGpZ nfor all n and found its value for some n. In a more general setup, it is a result due to Whitney [24] that κpΓq ď κ 1 pΓq ď δpΓq, where Γ is a finite simple graph, and κpΓq, κ 1 pΓq and δpΓq are its connectivity, edge connectivity and the minimum degree, respectively. Therefore, it is a natural to ask when at least two of the above graph parameters are equal. Several results on this can be found in literature. Chartrand [6] proved that if δpΓq ě " |V pΓq| 2  , then κ 1 pΓq " δpΓq. A sufficient condition for κ 1 pΓq " δpΓq due to Plesnik [22] is that diampΓq ď 2. In [7] , Chartrand et al. showed that if Γ is a graph with κpΓq " n and κpΓ´vq " n´1 for every v P V pΓq, then δpΓq ă 3n´1 2 .
Moreover, if κpΓq " n and κpΓ´eq " n´1 for every e P EpΓq, then δpΓq " n [16] . In this paper, we aim to study δpΓq when Γ is a power graph of a finite group and investigate its relation with κpΓq and κ 1 pΓq. The paper is organized as follows. We begin with presenting some necessary background material in Section 2. In Section 3, we first observe that the edgeconnectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of finite groups are equal. Then we focus on investigating the minimum degree of power graphs of cyclic groups in Section 4. In fact, we obtain the minimum degree of GpZ n q when n has two prime factors or n is a product of at most four distinct primes. Consequently, we give two sharp upper bounds of the minimum degree of GpZ n q for all n. Further, in Section 5, we determine the minimum degree of power graphs of abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups. Along with minimum degree, we also obtain minimum disconnecting sets of power graphs of all these groups. In Section 6, we show that if the connectivity and minimum degree of power graph of a finite group are equal then the group is of even order and find the minimum degree (hence connectivity) when the group is cyclic. Finally, we supply a necessary and sufficient condition for the equality of the connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of cyclic groups and address the same for abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups.
Preliminaries
The set of vertices and the set of edges of a graph Γ are always denoted by V pΓq and EpΓq, respectively. A graph with no loops or parallel edges is called a simple graph. A graph with one vertex and no edges is called a trivial graph. Given a graph Γ, the degree of a vertex v is denoted by deg Γ pvq or simply degpvq, and the minimum degree of Γ is denoted by δpΓq.
A separating set of a graph Γ is a set of vertices whose removal increases the number of components of Γ. A separating set is minimal if none of its proper subsets separates Γ. A separating set of Γ with least cardinality is called a minimum separating set of Γ. A disconnecting set of Γ is a set of edges whose removal increases the number of components of Γ. A disconnecting set is minimal if none of its proper subsets disconnects Γ. A disconnecting set of Γ with least cardinality is called a minimum disconnecting set of Γ.
The vertex connectivity (or simply connectivity) of a graph Γ, denoted by κpΓq, is the minimum number of vertices whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. The edge-connectivity of a graph Γ, denoted by κ 1 pΓq, is the minimum number of edges whose removal results in a disconnected or trivial graph. So, the connectivity and edge-connectivity of disconnected graphs or the trivial graph are always 0.
If A is a vertex set or an edge set of a graph Γ, then the subgraph obtained by deleting A from Γ will be denoted by Γ´A. If A " txu, Γ´A is simply written as Γ´x. The neighbourhood N pvq of a vertex v in a simple graph Γ is the set of vertices which are adjacent to v. If A, B Ď V pΓq, then the set of all edges having one end in A and the other in B is denoted by ErA, Bs. If A " tvu, we simply write ErA, Bs " Erv, Bs.
For a positive integer n, the number of positive integers that do not exceed n and are relatively prime to n is denoted by φpnq. The function φ is known as Euler's phi function. If an integer n ą 1 has the prime factorization p In a group G, the cyclic subgroup generated by x P G is denoted by xxy. For a prime p, a p-group is a finite group whose order is some power of p. If two finite groups are isomorphic, their corresponding power graphs are isomorphic. Since a cyclic group of order n is isomorphic to the additive group of integers modulo n, written as Z n " t0, 1, . . . , n´1u, we prove the results for Z n instead of an arbitrary cyclic group.
For n P N, we denote the set consisting of 0 and generators of Z n by SpZ n q i.e. SpZ n q " ta P Z n : 1 ď a ă n, gcdpa, nq " 1u Y t0u. We further write r Z n " Z n´S pZ n q and r GpZ n q " GpZ n q´SpZ n q, so that V p r GpZ n" r Z n . We notice that r Z n is empty if and only if n P N is prime.
Remark 2.1. For n P N, each a P SpZ n q is adjacent to every other element of GpZ n q and hence degpaq " n´1 for all a P SpZ n q.
The following lemma gives us a formula to compute degrees of elements r Z n . When n is composite, the following lemma provides a characterization for which r GpZ n q is connected.
Lemma 2.4 ([21, Proposition 2.4]).
Let n P N be a composite number. Then r GpZ n q is disconnected if and only if n is a product of two distinct primes.
Equality of edge-connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs
In this section, we show that the edge-connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of finite groups are equal, and consequently present a way to find the minimum disconnecting sets in terms of the neighbourhoods of the vertices having minimum degree.
It was proved in [24] that κpΓq ď κ 1 pΓq ď δpΓq for any finite simple graph Γ. In particular, we have the following for power graphs.
Let G is a finite group. If |G| ď 2, then trivially κ 1 pGpGqq " δpGpGqq. If |G| ě 3, then every pair x, y of distinct vertices is connected by the path x, e, y of length 2 in GpGq. Combining this with the fact that if Γ is a graph with diampΓq ď 2, then κ 1 pΓq " δpΓq (see [22] ), we obtain the following.
Let G be a finite group, |G| ě 2 and x P G be such that δpGpGqq " degpxq. Observe that Erx, N pxqs is a disconnecting set of GpGq. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that |Erx, N pxqs| " degpxq " κ 1 pGpGqq. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a finite group, |G| ě 2 and x P G be such that δpGpGqq " degpxq. Then Erx, N pxqs is a minimum disconnecting set of GpGq.
Minimum degree of GpZ n q
In this section, we first give a sufficient condition for equality of degrees of elements of power graphs of finite groups. We then observe that δpGpZ nis the degree of one of the proper divisors of n (cf. Lemma 4.2). We show that φpnq`1 is a sharp lower bound for δpGpZ n qq. Further, we obtain some inequalities involving degrees of various elements of Z n (cf. Proposition 4.5). Subsequently, we determine δpGpZ nwhen n has two prime factors or n is a product of at most four distinct primes (cf. Theorem 4.6). We conclude this section by giving two sharp upper bounds of δpGpZ n qq.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a finite group and x, y P G. If xxy " xyy, then degpxq " degpyq in GpGq.
Proof. Suppose xxy " xyy, so that x and y are powers of each other in G. In particular, x and y are adjacent in GpGq. Further, any z P G distinct from x, y is adjacent to x if and only if it is adjacent to y in GpGq. Hence degpxq " degpyq.
The converse need not be true though. For example, in GpZ 12 q, deg`2˘" deg`6˘" 9, but x2y ‰ x6y.
Lemma 4.2. If n P N is a composite number, then there exists c P Z n satisfying 1 ă c ă n and c|n such that δpGpZ n" deg pcq.
Proof. Since n is a composite number, r Z n ‰ H. First of all, degpaq ď n´1 for all a P Z n , and by Remark 2.1, degpbq " n´1 for all b P SpZ n q. So there exists a P r Z n such that δpGpZ n" deg paq. Now take c " gcdpa, nq, so that c|n and 1 ă c ă n. Moreover, xcy " xay (cf. [15, Theorem 4.2]), and hence by Lemma 4.1, δpGpZ n" deg pcq.
The next lemma is a consequence of Lemma 2.3(ii).

Lemma 4.3. For a finite group G, δpGpGqq " |G|´1 if and only if G is a cyclic group of order 1 or p
α for some prime number p and α P N.
Theorem 4.4. For n P N, we have the following: (i) If n is composite, then δpGpZ n" φpnq`1`δp r GpZ n qq. Consequently, δpGpZ ně φpnq`1.
(ii) δpGpZ n" φpnq`1 if and only if n " 2p for some prime p ě 3.
Proof. (i) Let n P N be a composite number. In view of Lemma 4.2, it is enough to consider only elements of r Z n . Any a P r Z n is adjacent to all elements of SpZ n q. Since |SpZ n q| " φpnq`1, we have deg GpZnq paq " deg r GpZ n q paq`φpnq`1. Thus the proof follows.
(ii) Let n " 2p for some prime p ě 3. Then by Lemma 2.4, r GpZ n q is disconnected, and its component induced by xpy˚has p as its only vertex. Then δp r GpZ n" 0, and hence by (i), δpGpZ n" φpnq`1.
Conversely, let δpGpZ n" φpnq`1. If n is prime, then δpGpZ n" n´1 ‰ φpnq`1. So n is a composite number. Then by (i), δp r GpZ n" 0, and hence r GpZ n q is disconnected. Accordingly, by Lemma 2.4, n is a product of two distinct primes; say n " pq. It is easy to see that subgraphs induced by xpy˚and xqy˚are the only components of r GpZ n q. If p, q ě 3, then |xpy˚|, |xqy˚| ě 2, so that δp r GpZ ně 1; a contradiction. So exactly one of p or q is 2, say q " 2. Hence, n " 2p.
We now obtain certain relations between the degrees of vertices of GpZ n q. (ii) deg´p 
Thus it is enough to show that
We have
, and we have τ "
Now we take α 1 ą β 1 . In this case, ř
Theorem 4.6. Let n P N and p 1 ă p 2 ă p 3 ă p 4 be prime numbers.
2 has the minimum degree among all vertices in GpZ n q, and δpGpZ n" pp 
By Proposition 4.5(iv),(ii), we have deg´p
Thus p α2 2 has the minimum degree among all vertices in GpZ n q, and by Lemma 2.2,
(ii) Let i, j, k be a permutation of 1, 2, 3 with i ă j.
Further, by Proposition 4.5(iii), deg pp 1 q ě deg pp 2 q ě deg pp 3 q. Hence p 3 has the minimum degree among all vertices in GpZ n q. Consequently, by Lemma 2.2, δpGpZ n" deg pp 3 q " φpnq`p 1 p 2´1 .
(iii) Let i, j, k, l be a permutation of 1, 2, 3, 4.
" pp l´1 q tpp k´1 q`pp j´1 q`pp i´1 q`pp j´1 qpp k´1 qu´p l pp i´1 q " pp l´1 q tpp k´1 q`pp j´1 q`pp j´1 qpp k´1 qu´pp i´1 q ě pp l´1 qpp j´1 q´pp i´1 q ě 0, since p i ă p j . Now take i ă j with no condition on k and l.
Since k and l can be interchanged in (2), without loss of generality, let p k ă p l . If n is odd, then p k ą 2, and hence
Now let n be even i.e. p 1 " 2. If p k ą 2, then from (2), deg pp i p j q ě deg pp j q as shown above. Otherwise, p k " 2, so that (2) becomes (3) deg
Now take p i " p 3 in (3). Then p j " p 4 . We already have p k " 2, and since p k ă p l , we have p l " p 2 . Then from (3), deg pp i p j q´deg pp j q " deg pp 3 p 4 q´deg pp 4 q " pp 4´1 qpp 2´1 q´pp 3´1 qpp 2`1 q, and hence (4) deg
Case 1: n is odd or p 4 ě p 3`2 pp 3´1 q p 2´1 As shown above, for all 1 ď i ă j ă k ď 4,
Further, it follows from Proposition 4.5(iii) that
So we conclude that p 4 has the minimum degree among all vertices in GpZ n q. Consequently, by Lemma 2.2, δpGpZ n" deg pp 4 q " φpnq`p 1 p 2 p 3´1 .
Case 2: n is even and
Then from (4), deg pp 3 p 4 q ă deg pp 4 q, whereas all other inequalities in (5) and (6) hold. Thus p 3 p 4 has the minimum degree among all vertices in GpZ n q. Thus by Lemma 2.2, δpGpZ n" pp 2´1 qpp 3 p 4`1 q`1.
In view of Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.3, we have the following corollary of Theorem 4.6.
Corollary 4.7. Let n P N and p 1 ă p 2 ă p 3 ă p 4 be prime numbers.
ı´a  is a minimum disconnecting set of GpZ n q.
(ii) If n " p 1 p 2 p 3 , then for any a P rp 3 s, E " a, xp 3 y Y " 1 ‰´a‰ is a minimum disconnecting set of GpZ n q.
, then for any a P rp 4 s,
. . p αr r , r ě 2, p 1 ă p 2 ă¨¨¨ă p r be prime numbers and α i P N for 1 ď i ď r. Let
, and
Then η 1 pnq and η 2 pnq are sharp upper bounds of δpGpZ n qq.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, , and (10) degpp r´1 p r q " n p r´1 p r`φ pnq`φˆn p r˙`φˆn p r´1˙´1 .
Thus η 1 pnq and η 2 pnq are upper bounds of δpGpZ n qq. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 4.6(i),(ii),(iii) that the bound η 1 pnq is sharp, and it follows from Theorem 4.6(iii) that the bound η 2 pnq is sharp.
Here is a consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 4.8.
Corollary 4.9. For n P N, η 1 pnq and η 2 pnq are upper bounds of κpGpZ n qq.
5.
Minimum degree of power graphs of abelian p-group, D n and Q n In this section, we find the minimum degree and minimum disconnecting sets of abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups in respective subsections.
5.1.
Abelian p-groups. By [15, Theorem 11.1], a finite abelian group G is isomorphic to an unique direct product of cyclic groups of prime power order. In this product, let σpGq be the number of cyclic groups and τ pGq be order of the smallest cyclic group.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be an abelian p-group for some prime p, then δpGpGqq " τ pGq´1.
Proof. We have G -H :" Z p α 1ˆZp α 2ˆ. . .ˆZ p αr for some r P N, prime p and α i P N for all 1 ď i ď r. Take α t " min 1ďiďr α i , so that ρpGq " p αt´1 .
Since isomorphic groups have isomorphic power graphs, it is enough to show that δpGpHqq " p αt´1 . If r " 1, the proof follows trivially. So for the rest of the proof, set r ě 2.
Let x " pa 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r q P H
Then b s " c s , and hence opb s q " p αs . Since opyq " lcmpopb 1 q, opb 2 q, . . . , opb r[15, Theorem 8.1], we get opyq ě p αs . Additionally, opyq is a prime power, so that xyy is a clique [5] . Thus, since x P xyy, we have degpxq ě p αs´1 ě p αt´1 . Therefore, (12) δpGpHqq ě p αt´1 .
Now consider z P H with all components 0 except t th , which is 1. Then xzy " ś r i"1 K i , where K t " Z p α t and K i " x0y for all 1 ď i ď r, i ‰ t. Thus degpzq ě p αt´1 . We next show that z is not adjacent to any element of P H´xzy. If possible let z is adjacent to some w P H´xzy. As w R xzy, there exists a P N such that z " aw. If pa, pq " 1, then xwy " xzy; which is not possible, so that p|a. Let d t be the t th component of w. Then ad t " 1 and hence ad t`b p αt " 1 for some b P Z. Since p|a, we have p|1, which is not possible. So z is not adjacent to w. So degpzq " p αt´1 and consequently, δpGpHqq ď p αt´1 . Thus we conclude from the above inequality and (12) that
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be an abelian p-group for some prime p. Let ψ : G Ñ Z p α 1ˆZp α 2ˆ. . .ˆZ p αr be an isomorphism and τ pGq " p αt . If g P G is such that all components of ψpgq are 0 except t th , say a, satisfying gcdpa, pq " 1, then Erg, ψ´1pxψpgqyq´gs is a minimum disconnecting set of GpGq.
Proof. Take ψpgq " z. Following the proof of Theorem 5.1, N pzq " xzy´z. Then, ψ being an isomorphism, N pgq " ψ´1pxzyq´g. Thus by Lemma 3.3, Erg, ψ´1pxzyq´gs is a minimum disconnecting set of GpGq. Now let y P Q n´x ay. As we have already observed, y " a i b for some 0 ď i ď 2n´1. So from (17) , the only vertices adjacent to y in GpQ n q are elements of xyy´tyu, and from (16), degpyq " 3. Thus we conclude that δpGpQ n" 3.
Let 0 ď i ď n´1. From the structure of GpQ n q, N pa i bq " te, a n , a n`i bu and N pa n`i bq " te, a n , a i bu. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, Era i b, te, a n , a n`i bus and Era n`i b, te, a n , a i bus are minimum disconnecting sets of GpD n q.
Equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs
In this section, we investigate the equality of connectivity and minimum degree for power graphs of finite groups. We first discuss some necessary conditions required for the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graphs of finite groups (cf. Theorem 6.2), and find the minimum degree when the equality holds for cyclic groups (cf. Theorem 6.4). We then supply a necessary and sufficient condition for the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graph of finite cyclic groups (cf. Theorem 6.7). Subsequently, by using the minimum degrees obtained in Section 5, we address the equality for abelian p-groups, dihedral groups and dicyclic groups.
We define a relation « on G as x « y if xxy " xyy. Notice that it is an equivalence relation. For x P G, the equivalence class of x under « is simply called the «-class of x and is denoted by rxs. We need the following result on minimal separating sets of GpGq. . Let G be a group and T be a minimal separating set of GpGq. Then for any x P G, either rxs Ď T or rxs X T " H.
Let G be a cyclic group of prime power order. Then it follows from Lemma 2.3(ii) that κpGpGqq " κ 1 pGpGqq " δpGpGqq " n´1. The next theorem give some necessary conditions of the concerned equality for groups that are not cyclic groups of prime power order. Theorem 6.2. Let G be a finite group and κpGpGqq " δpGpGqq. If G is not a cyclic group of prime power order and δpGpGqq " degpvq, then the following hold:
(i) N pvq is a minimum separating set of GpGq.
(ii) The order of v is 2 in G. Consequently, G is of even order.
Proof. (i) Let |G| " n. By Lemma 2.3, GpGq is not a complete graph. Let v P G be the vertex such that δpGpGqq " degpvq. If possible let N pvq " G´v. Then δpGpGqq " degpvq " n´1, which implies degpxq " n´1 for all x P G. This is not possible, as it would mean that GpGq is a complete graph. So N pvq ‰ G´v, i.e. there exists at least one vertex u non-adjacent to v in GpGq. Thus there does not exist any path from u to v in GpGq´N pvq, and hence N pvq is a separating set of GpGq. Further, |N pvq| " δpGpGqq " κpGpGqq. Thus we conclude that N pvq is a minimum separating set of GpGq.
(ii) From the proof of (i), N pvq is a minimal separating set of GpGq. So it follows from Lemma 6.1 that either rvs Ď N pvq or rvs X N pvq " H. However, rvs´tvu Ď N pvq and v R N pvq. This is possible only when rvs´tvu " H, i.e.ˇˇrvsˇˇ" 1. So, ašˇr vsˇˇ" φpopvqq, we have opvq " 1 or opvq " 2. If opvq " 1, then v " e, where e is the identity element of G. But N peq " G´e, which will in turn implies that GpGq is complete. Hence we have opvq " 2. Moreover, order of an element divides order of the group in a finite group, so that |G| is even. Lemma 6.3. Let n P N, p be a prime factor of n and α be the largest integer such that p α |n. Then for any integer β satisfying 1 ď β ď α, ÿ
In the next theorem, when κpGpZ nand δpGpZ nare equal, we find their common value, and also the minimum separating set and minimum disconnecting set of GpZ n q. Theorem 6.4. If n P N is not a prime power and κpGpZ n" δpGpZ n" k (say), then k " deg`n 2˘" n´n 2 α , where α is the largest integer such that 2 α |n.
Proof. Notice that there exists a vertex, say a P Z n , such that degpaq " k. Then by The following corollary is a consequence of Lemma 3.3, Theorem 6.2(i) and Theorem 6.4.
Corollary 6.5. Let n P N and n is not a prime power. If κpGpZ n" δpGpZ n qq, then t0u Y ď a| n 2 ,a‰ n 2 ras, say A, is a minimum separating set and E " n 2 , A ‰ is a minimum disconnecting set of GpZ n q.
Lemma 6.6 ([21, Theorem 2.27]).
If n " p α q β , p, q are distinct primes and α, β P N, then κpGpZ n" φpnq`p α´1 q β´1 .
We now obtain an equivalent condition for the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of power graph of GpZ n q in terms n.
Theorem 6.7. For n P N, κpGpZ n" δpGpZ nif and only if n " p α for some prime p and α P N or n " 2q β for some prime q ą 2 and β P N.
Proof. Let κpGpZ n" δpGpZ n qq. By Lemma 2.3(ii), if GpZ n q is complete, then n " p α for some prime p. Now suppose GpZ n q is not complete. So n is not a prime power and hence by Theorem 6.2(ii), n is even. Let n " 2 α1 p α2 2 . . . p αr r , r ě 2, 2 ă p 2 ă¨¨¨ă p r are primes and α i P N for 1 ď i ď r. Moreover, from Since r ě 2, we have n 2 α1 ą 1. So, if α 1 ą 1, then 2 α1´1 ą 1 and hence degˆn 2˙ą degˆn 2 α1˙. This contradicts the fact that δpGpZ n" degˆn 2˙. Thus α 1 " 1, i.e.
n " 2p degˆnthe minimum degree of GpZ n q. Moreover, in Section 6, we obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for the equality of connectivity and minimum degree of GpZ n q and further examined it power graphs of some other groups. In the sequel, characterizing the groups for which the connectivity equals the minimum degree of their power graphs is open for study.
